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Due to their unique properties, chitosan-based materials
have emerged as useful resources in a variety of medicines,
drug controlled-release carriers, tissue engineering
scaffolds, and immobilized enzymes. But many of these
materials have yet to reach the commercial market.
Therefore, more work must be completed to fill the gap
between research and production. Exploring the state of the
field, Chitosan-Based Hydrogels: Functions and Applications
details the latest progress in the research and development
of chitosan-based biomaterials. The book introduces the
formation and chemical structure of chitosan-based
hydrogels. It also discusses the relationship between their
structure and functions, which provides a theoretical basis
for the design of biomaterials. In addition, many real-world
examples illustrate the potential application of chitosanbased hydrogels in various areas, including materials
science, biotechnology, pharmaceuticals, regenerative
medicine, and cell engineering. By examining the structure
and functions of chitosan-based hydrogels in living systems,
this book provides the foundation for future research. It
encourages readers to contribute to further research and
development of these unique biomaterials.
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Drawing on his technical expertise and time-tested teaching methods, Glossbrenner makes it easy for
everyone to install GEnie and enjoy its many information and entertainment services. The complete startup kit also includes Aladdin the GEnie terminal emulation software that can save users the cost of the
book in just 10 hours of typical on-line time.
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Issues for 1905-1919 include papers published subsequently in revised form in the
institute's Transactions.
InCider
Bulletin of the American Institute of Mining Engineers
Widows, Pariahs, and Bayadères
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Merchant Vessels of the United States
Chitosan-Based Hydrogels
This book analyzes how French dramatists reproduced certain images of India such as the burning
widow, the lowly pariah or untouchable, and the exotic 'bayadere' or dancing girl in four plays and
one ballet written from the eighteenth century through the twentieth centuries. Addressing questions
of Orientalism, the book also argues that it was because the French lost their Indian colonies to the
Briish in the eighteenth centuries that India became a part of the French literary imagination.
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A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature and General Information
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and
mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Natural, Applied and Social Sciences
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Union List of Serials in Israel Libraries
Department and Foreign Service series
Bi-monthly Bulletin of the American Institute of Mining Engineers
SURPLUS RECORD, is the leading independent business directory of new and used capital
equipment, machine tools, machinery, and industrial equipment, listing over 95,000 industrial
assets; including metalworking and fabricating machine tools, chemical and process
equipment, cranes, air compressors, pumps, motors, circuit breakers, generators,
transformers, turbines, and more. Over 1,100 businesses list with the SURPLUS RECORD.
February 2022 issue. Vol. 99, No. 2
Monthly Bulletin of the Canadian Mining Institute
The Encyclopedia Britannica
The Congregational Year-book
Cows and Culture in the World of the Ancient Greeks
Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature

Though Greece is traditionally seen as an agrarian society, cattle were essential
to Greek communal life, through religious sacrifice and dietary consumption.
Cattle were also pivotal in mythology: gods and heroes stole cattle, expected
sacrifices of cattle, and punished those who failed to provide them. The Cattle of
the Sun ranges over a wealth of sources, both textual and archaeological, to
explore why these animals mattered to the Greeks, how they came to be a key
element in Greek thought and behavior, and how the Greeks exploited the
symbolic value of cattle as a way of structuring social and economic relations.
Jeremy McInerney explains that cattle's importance began with domestication
and pastoralism: cattle were nurtured, bred, killed, and eaten. Practically useful
and symbolically potent, cattle became social capital to be exchanged, offered to
the gods, or consumed collectively. This circulation of cattle wealth structured
Greek society, since dedication to the gods, sacrifice, and feasting constituted
the most basic institutions of Greek life. McInerney shows that cattle contributed
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to the growth of sanctuaries in the Greek city-states, as well as to changes in the
economic practices of the Greeks, from the Iron Age through the classical period,
as a monetized, market economy developed from an earlier economy of barter
and exchange. Combining a broad theoretical approach with a careful reading of
sources, The Cattle of the Sun illustrates the significant position that cattle held in
the culture and experiences of the Greeks. Some images inside the book are
unavailable due to digital copyright restrictions.
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